
Data Science Bootcamp 
Orientation Packet

You have successfully registered for the Advanced Data Science Bootcamp! This is a guide with important information about next 
steps, including schedule, pre-work, payment, and course materials. This resource can also be found in Degreed.

Best Practices for Virtual Learning

Submit FlexEd Reimbursement

Join the Info Session 

Join Your Bootcamp Cohort on Slack

Get Started with the Pre-Materials 

Join the Tech-Check Office Hours

Contact Information & Helpful Resources 

Welcome to the Advanced Data Science Bootcamp!

Give your honest feedback so we can troubleshoot problems and improve the course.

Find a quiet place, free of as many distractions as possible. Headphones are recommended.•

•

•

•

•

Stay on mute unless you are speaking.

Remove or silence alerts from cell phones, e-mail  pop-ups, etc.

Participate in activities and ask questions. This will remain interactive!

In your registration confirmation email, you will have a receipt attached. This 
document can be submitted to FlexEd to begin the reimbursement approval process. 

For your general questions, Info sessions will be held prior to the bootcamp. For 
updates on this, please check the Advanced Data Science Degreed plan. 

You will receive an invitation to join this bootcamp’s private Slack support channel. Join your fellow learners, instructor, and TA’s in a private 
channel, which you’ll use exclusively once class begins.

Stay on top of the pre-bootcamp materials as they are released. All materials will be sent from BAH@datasociety.com

Join us on for a Tech-Check for help downloading materials needed for bootcamp participation. The morning office hours will take 
place between 9 am – 10 am, and the afternoon office hours will be 4 pm – 5 pm. Keep an eye out for a calendar invitation  During this 
time, your TA will be available for technical support.

You will receive a guide for downloading these materials, but we strongly recommend checking in during the Tech-Check office hours.

For questions on the Intermediate Data Science Bootcamp, please contact BAH@datasociety.
com. Additional information and any updates can be found in Degreed.
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Data Science Training Program
Booz | Allen | Hamilton

X Data Society
Advanced Data 
Science Bootcamp

Become an expert data scientist by implementing advanced techniques such as deep learning and neural networks. These state-of-the-art 
methods will allow you to build powerful predictive systems and find latent patterns in large amounts of data. This course dives into a host 
of algorithms known as artificial neural networks. You will learn the foundations of this complex and exciting topic, acquire practical skills to 
implement neural networks and deep learning models using TensorFlow and Keras libraries in order to solve real-world problems.

Syllabus & Topics Covered

Syllabus & Topics Covered

Prerequisites

AI: Neural Networks and Deep Learning

Learn how to optimize your code and to speed up current data processing using Spark. In this course, you will work through best 
practices of how and when to use Spark. You will explore what they can do with Spark and how to use distributed computing 
within Spark. Finally, you’ll deploy a Spark application on AWS.

Building Scalable Models in Spark 8 hours of instruction

24 hours of instruction (Python)

Forward and back propagation

1. Introduction to Spark and PySpark

1. Introducing the concept of neural networks

2. Feed forward networks

Environment setup: TensorFlow 2.0

 Working with data in PySpark•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

RDDs vs. DataFrames vs. Datasets

Optimized queries with Datasets

When to use RDDs over DataFrames & Datasets

API for Datasets

Why TensorFlow?

• Features of Dataset in PySpark

Introduction to neural networks

Implement a neural network in Python using sklearn

Single layer perceptron

2. Introduction and overview of AWS for data science
Overview the Data Analytics ecosystem within AWS•

•

•

Analytics

3. Working with ec2 in AWS
Introduction and application of working with ec2•

• Working with GPU using P2 instances

Data lake

•

•

Data movement

Predictive analytics and machine learning

Implementation of models in TF

Autoencoders and feature reduction

3. Best practices of model building – deep learning

4. Auto encoders and Image classification - CNN

Batch learning•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

GPU and when it is needed

Data normalization

Accuracy, precision, recall, F1 against “loss”

Overview of CNNs and image data

CNN architecture

Simple CNNs – build and implement

Optimizing CNN

Students must have experience with Python or another object-
oriented language and foundational understanding of Spark.
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Data Science Training Program
Booz | Allen | Hamilton

X Data Society
Advanced Data 
Science Bootcamp
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Prerequisites
Any student in this program must have a strong foundation in 
Python and the common libraries: SciKit-Learn, Pandas, Numpy, 
and Matplotlib. Additionally, students should have a foundational 
knowledge of statistics, unsupervised machine learning algorithms, 
and classification algorithms.

Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) theory

5. Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs)

6. Long short-term memory (LSTMs)

RNN theory•

•

•

•

•

•

•

RNNs for time series data

RNN implementation in TensorFlow

Discuss best practices for time-series RNN models

LSTMs for text data

LSTM implementation in TensorFlow

7. Reinforcement learning
Reinforcement learning (RL) theory•

•

•

Implement RL using TensorFlow

Expand CNNs to accomplish RNN tasks

Syllabus & Topics Covered Cont.

Pricing

Submit Your FlexEd Application

Payment:

Apply for FlexEd Funding

FlexEd Step-by-Step Guide

FlexEd Questions?

$1,450

You can apply for FlexEd funding. More info can be found here.

Use these FlexEd Instructions for a step-by-step guide to your 
application. The instructions and more key resources can be located 
in Degreed.

Visit the FlexEd FAQs here.

Schedule
Tuesdays and Thursdays from 5pm - 7pm

https://sso.bah.com/idp/startSSO.ping?PartnerSpId=https%3A%2F%2Fsecureauthsso.brighthorizons.com%2Fsecureauth37
https://degreed.com/account/login?returnUrl=%2Fpathway%2Fl1pnnkezpn%3Fpath%3Dflexed-pathway#/pathway
https://login.microsoftonline.com/d5fe813e-0caa-432a-b2ac-d555aa91bd1c/oauth2/authorize?client_id=00000003-0000-0ff1-ce00-000000000000&response_mode=form_post&protectedtoken=true&response_type=code%20id_token&resource=00000003-0000-0ff1-ce00-000000000000&scope=openid&nonce=12F36C906E246A310E780407B99E271DC8A74F02A72F1CD7-6BC7732624CB21F3FE7465A0297766DC3DF82F77790F84B45C09AA13D803D95A&redirect_uri=https%3A%2F%2Fboozallen.sharepoint.com%2F_forms%2Fdefault.aspx&claims=%7B%22id_token%22%3A%7B%22xms_cc%22%3A%7B%22values%22%3A%5B%22CP1%22%5D%7D%7D%7D&wsucxt=1&cobrandid=11bd8083-87e0-41b5-bb78-0bc43c8a8e8a&client-request-id=62718a9f-e034-b000-5c0c-61788bbdcd8e

